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Coin Imitations as J ewelry in Eleventh 
Century Finland 

In a paper published in the Festschrift for Ella Kivikoski, Pekka Sarvas for the 
first time presented evidence which shows that coins were in the eleventh 
century struck also in Finland (Sarvas l 973; cf. also Sarvas 1966 and Talvio 
1978A). T he idea itself was not entirely new: Hjalmar Appelgren bad already 
in 1898 suggested that some very primitive uniface imitations of Kufic 
dirhams might be of Finnish origi n , and the att ribution has since won the 
acceptance of Ulla S. Linder Welin, who discusses the material in the 
publicatio n of offering place finds from Lapland (Appelgren 1898; Serning 
1956, 198-9). There are more of these Kufic imitations than was first thought 
- a listing of the twelve specimens known to the present writer is given here 
as Appendix 1 - but they do not seem to constitute a uniform group. They 
can, however, be compared to the bracteate imitations of Byzantine type, one 
of which (Sarvas 1973 , no . 34) is of very crude work. lt is also worth noting 
that one of the two-sided Byzantine imitations (Sarvas 1973, no. 24, today 
known only from a 19th century publication) has a reverse which imitates a 
dirham, perhaps of the Marwanid or the Uqailid type belonging among the 
latest in Finnish find s of Oriental coins. Seventee n specimens of the 
miliaresion imitations are known. 1 Compared to the nineteen2 genuine 

1 To 1he mate rial published in Sarvas 1973 mu s1 be added a dic-duplicate o f nos. 19-2 1 in 
Paris (Mo rrison 1970 , 6 1 1, and of nos. 3 1-3 in Turku Histo rica l Museum; cf. recen sio n o f 
Sarvas 1973 in a forthcoming issu e o f Hamburger Beiträge wr Numisma tik. 

2 11 must be po int cd out that Sarvas ' s publica tio n includes 6 unprO\·enanced imitations, 3 o f 
which are onl y known from 19th ccn t ury litera1 ure. Not included, however, are 3 unp ro,·enan
ced genuine milia res ia (2 of John 1, 1 o f Bas il II ) which ve ry probably also derive from Finnish 
finds. - Byzan tine ('Creek ') coins arc also mentioned as found in 1686 a1 Uske la, cf. Dijkman 
1686, 111.1. 



Byza ntine coins found in Finland this is a high figure which, taking into 
account the scarcity of such imitations in the neighbouring areas, is in itself 
sugges tive of the local origin of the imita tions . 

Sarvas's paper is mainly concerned with presenting the material and 
discussing its origin, but he also comments on the frequent occurrence of 
Byza ntine coins, both genuine and imitative, in Finnish graves, and their 
appare nt popularity as jewelry (Sarvas 1973, 182 ; cf. Grierson 1973, 103 , n. 
3 17) . The aim of the present note is to suggest that the main reason why such 
a minor group as Byzantine coins was in Finland deemed worthy of imitation 
was probably that the coins were used as pendants a nd perhaps even as 
religious a mulets. In the case o f the Kufic coins, the latter fun ction cannot 
perhaps be taken into account (unless the Arabic script was assigned some 
magica l significa nce by the heathen Finns), but the use of dirhams in 
necklaces was co mmon, and imitations apparently began tobe produced soon 
a ft e r the impo rt o f Oriental silver in the first decad e of the e leve nth century 
had been definitely cut off. We begin with a summary of the Byzantine and 
pseudo-B yzan tine materia l published in 1973 . 

The coins of Basil II and their imitations 

Aside from five earlier coins - two of Constantine VII, one of Nicephorus II, 
and two of John I - and one late r, of Constant ine IX , the material of true 
Byza ntine coins published as being found in Finland consists of thirteen 
miliaresia of Basil II. Even elsewhere in the north this is the commonest type , 
apparently because of the length of Basil's reign (976- 1025) and the scarcity 
of silver coin in Byzantium in the eleventh century. Philip Grierson has 
divided the miliaresia of Basil II into four dasses, the first and third of which 
are very rare and need not be taken into account here. Coins of dass II and 
IV belong to the same main type: on the obverse there is a cross on steps 
between the facing busts of Basil II and his brother Constantine VIII, while 
the rcverse has an inscription on five lines with an ornamental pattern above 
a ncl beneath (Grierson 1967, 180-7; Grierson 1973, 609-12). Class II is 
more common, and all the thirteen coins founcl in Finlancl belong to it. The 
Basil II type irnitations publishecl by Sarvas as Finnish nevertheless dearly 
seem tobe basecl on coins of Grierson's dass IV, which is characterizecl by a 
reverse ornament in the form of -·- ancl by the !arge cliameter of its coins. 
The two-siclecl imitations all show the typical reverse ornament, which is not 
recorclecl from coins of Grierson's dass II. Illustratecl here as Fig. 1 is one of 
the six specimens, which are from two obverse ancl three reverse dies (Sarvas 
1973, nos. 19-23, and the specimen in Paris , note 1 above). The bracteate 



imitations - four specimens from two dies (Sarvas 1973, nos . 25-8) -
imitate the obverse side, but on both dies the base of the cross is decorated 
with a floral ornament (Fig. 2), and this is again a characteristic feature of 
dass IV . That coins of this dass were chosen as prototypes for imitations is 
scarcely surprising: they are ]arge, a nd belong late within the series, as see ms 
to be indicated by their absence from the Eastonia n Vella hoard buried 
around the milleni um (Grierson 1973, 6 11 ; Sokolova 1961) . lt ca n be 
assumed on the basis of hoards that the import of silver to the Finnish 
mainland began rela tively late / a nd thus it is more natural for a post-1000 
type to be imitated here. lt is even so quite remarkable that so many imitations 
are found of a coin type of which not a single original has been recorded from 
Finland. The situation is similar regarding imitations of later types. 

Types with the Virgin and the emperor 

In con tras t to the earlier relatively simple d esigns in most cases based o n a 
cross and an inscription , the rare miliaresia struck at Constantinople during 
the reigns of Romanus III and his successor show a series of sta nding figu res 
of the Virgin and the emperor. Only one post- 1025 miliaresion has been 
found in Finland , the coin of Constantine IX from Karkku (Sarvas 1973, no. 
29). lt is actually the only coin of this ruler found in the northern countries, 
with the exception of the Oxarve hoard from Gotland. This induded 98 
whole and 6 fragmentary miliaresia, 97 of them from the reign of Constanti
ne IX (e.g. Hatz 1974, 23, n . 88). However, one two-sided (Fig. 4) and one 
bracteate (Fig 5) imitation of this coin have been found in Finland (Sarvas 
1973, nos . 30, 34), and no fewer than four specimens are recorded of an 
imitation which is fro m the sa me reverse die as the above-mentioned two
sided imitation (Fig. 4), but has an obverse (Fig. 3) copied from a coin of 
Romanus III (Sarvas 1973, nos. 31-3, and the specime n in T urku , note 1 
above) . 

These two-sided imitations form a picturesque group in Finnish archaeo
logical material of the late heathen period . Their style, though not without a 
certain cha rm , must dearly be termed barbarous . T he fi gure of Virgin Orans, 
for example, has a moustache, and her breasts are indicated with pelle ts (Fig. 
4). Should we perhaps think that the die-cutter had given her the moustache 

~ There is a t the moment no up-to-date discussion o f the Finnish hoards, but it ca n be consta tecl 
that there a re in the National Museum at the moment some 5000 West-Europea n coins found on 
the Finnish mainlancl , ancl onl y about 250 or 5 % of them deri ve from hoarcls clepositecl before c. 
1020. 
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inadvertedly , and then tried to neutralize the effect by stressing her feminity? 
More significant certainly are the other additions that have been made on the 
two obverses: the Virgin Hodegetria (Fig. 3) is flanked by a cross and a 
crozier, while the Virgin Orans has a cross and an unidentified object (a 
book?) in her outstretched hands . The long-shafted cross appearing on both 
obverses has probably been borrowed from the reverse figure, but the crozier 
is an emblem of the Western Church and as such not found on Byzantine 
coins. lt may, however, have been copied from German coins, on which it 
appears often (e.g. Salmo 1948, Pis. 5, 15-16). The die-cutter, who has 
wanted to associate it with the image of the Virgin, must have recognized it as 
a Christian symbol. 

The dating of the imitations 

The miliaresion of Romanus III with the Hodegetria observe has been 
assigned by Grierson to the year I 030 (Grierson 1973, 713), but the Finnish 
imitations, or at least those which are now known, must belong later than 
1042 because of their reverse being copied from a coin of Constantine IX. 
Sarvas's dating of the group to c. 1050 (Sarvas 1973, 186), however, seems 
unnecessary late, and his dating of the Basil II imitations to c. 1025 can also be 
considered somewhat uncertain. The present writer at least cannot avoid 
seeing in the two-sided imitations of Sarvas's group 2 (Fig. 1) affinities with 
the Romanus III /Constantine IX imitations (Figs. 3-4) : the robust lettering 
is produced with the same kind of punches, and on the reverse of the lauer 
type of imitation there is an annulet between the emperor's feet as if as a 
reminiscence of the ornament found in the Basil II imitations. lt would seem 
natur-al to assume that there was a close continuation from the earlier two
sided imitations to the later, even if no die-links are at present known. This 
would give a relatively late date for the Basil II type, but apparently the 
circulation of Byzantine coins in Finland was long, as is shown by a summary 
of their occurrence in hoards (Table 1). 

Saltvik , Asgarda 

Asikkala, Pätiälä 

Hattula, Ellilä 

Nousia in en, N ikkilä 

Hattula , Luurila 

Licto, Antt il a 

Terminus 

post quem 

958 
1014 
1024 
1035 
1036 
1060 

Const. VII John I 

Table 1. ßyzantine coins in Finnish hoards 

Basil II 

3 
2 
2 
2 
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Fig. 2. 

Fig 3. Fig. 4. 

Fig. 5. 

Figs. 1- 2 T wo-s ided anc! brac teat e imit ations of milia res ia of Basi l 11 
Fig. 3 Imit ation of the obverse of a miliares ion of Romanus III 

Fig. 4 Imitation o f a mi lia resion of Co nsta ntine I X 

Fig. 5 Fragment o f a bractea tc imitatio n of a mi liaresion o f Constantine IX 



Figs. 6- 14 ßrae1c~1 e imi tations o f Kufic dirhams 
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There is no apparent reason, then, why all the two-sided imi tations could 
not be regarded as a single group dating from a few years on both sides of 
1040. Despite the barbarous appearance, they display a degree of professio n
alism, as is shown by the use of punches for lettering and the aligned dies -
all the twelve two-sided imitations have regular die-axis. Perhaps there was a 
single master (one hes itates to say mint-master or moneyer) , whose training 
had been acquired abroad? Even though the striking of coins in itself is a 
simple procodure, the regular die-axis suggest familiarity with traditional 
minting methods. 

By contrast, the bracteate imitations of both Byzantine and the Kufic type 
are much cruder work, a nd their p se udo-lege nd s are produced without 
proper die-cutter's tools. They may have been fabricated at various times 
during the eleve nth century by ordinary silversmiths. 

Coins in graves 

Coins occur in graves both as ornaments and as the contents of purses , and 
even the possibility of offerings to the dead has to be take n into account. 
When whole coins with suspension loops are found o n the breast of the 
deceased , they must of course be seen as jewelry, whereas fragmentary pieces 
near the lower part o f the body were probably buried as mea ns o f payment in 
the afterlife . Naturally the distinction is often less clear, especially in the case 
of cremation buria ls. In the following summary the material is presented 
without specifying the functions of the coins, but it is assumed that the more 
common a coin type is in graves, the more it has been used as jewelry, as it 
seems tha t this was the main purpose for placing coins with the dead (Sarvas 
1972, 7-8). 

Of the twelve imitations of Kufic type listed in Appendix 1, four are stray 
finds or unprove nanced , and eight d erive from burials. The connectio n of 
these ve ry primitive imitations with necklaces, such as for example the one 
illustrated on PI. 92 of Kivikoski' s Atlas (Kivikoski 1973), is more or less self
evident. We shall now turn our attention to the more numerous and more 
coin-like imitations of Byzantine type. All the specimens published by Sarvas 
with satisfactorily recorded provenances are from graves. Two of the 
unprovenanced bracteates, however, have been assumed to derive from the 
very poorly documented Janakkala/Turenki hoard of 1832 , and this theory 
has recently gained support from an unpublished report by Bror Emil 
Hildebrand of his visit to Helsinki in 1857 (Talvio 1978B , 33-4). Some of the 
imitations which are known to have been in the collection of Lt.eo!. Carl 
Gusta f T amelander (1792-1861) may also come from hoards ; he is known to 
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have been involved in the dispersal of the 1841 Paimio find (Talvio 1979, 6, 
passim). lt may not be without significance that the two bracteates as weil as 
two of Tamelander's three coins (known through old drawings) show traces 
of detached loops, a feature often found among coins in hoards. (The loops 
were detached apparently because they were of base meta!). However, the 
fact remains that the imitations are mainly found in graves. 

Furthermore, genuine Byzantine coins are in Finland surprisingly often 
among the grave goods: this is true of six coins out of nineteen, 32 % of the 
material. With the West-European coins the situation is quite different, as 
should be made clear by the following examination. 

The recent Sylloge publication of Anglo-Saxon and related coins in Finnish 
collections comprises 1130 specimens (Talvio l 978D). Many of them lack 
provenances, but certainly at least 1100 of the coins have been found in 
Finland. Only 40 coins, or less than 4 %, are from graves, and the picture 
cannot be significantly affected by the fact that a few of the unprovenanced 
coins may also have belonged to burials. 

The German material is even more dominated by hoards. Only 22 of the 
3988 coins published by Helmer Salmo are from archaeologically investigated 
cemeteries - in other words less than 0.5 % (Salmo 1948). Again the relation 
cannot be modified more than slightly by the coins found in recent 
excavations at Eura and elsewhere . 

Where the Kufic coins are concerned, the matter is more complicated. If 
the material is seen as a whole, the percentage of coins from burials is about 
five , but in this case this approach is senseless, for the Aland finds must be 
studied separately from those of the mainland. There are nine hoards from 
Aland, with a total of 1328 preserved coins, but only one grave find with two 
coins is known from the whole group of islands (Granberg 1966, 13-151). 
The mainland finds present a totally different picture: 89 Kufic coins are 
from graves, 62 from hoards (Granberg 1966, 156-22; finds from outside 
the present Finland and post-1966 material not included here). The 
explanation must be that, in the ninth and tenth centuries, when Oriental 
silver was abundant on Aland, it was used as means of payment only and not 
as jewelry, while on the Finnish mainland coins were scarce and for that 
reason also worn as personal ornaments. 

By the millenium the situation changed, and mainland Finland, instead of 
Aland, became rich in silver, but apparently not too rich for the fashion of 
using coins as pendants to die out. The Kufic dirhams, however, had now 
been replaced by West-European pennies, which were smaller and less 
impressive as display pieces. Without doubt it was in this situation that 
Byzantine coins began tobe singled out of the mass: many of them are !arge 
as dirhams, and whereas the dirhams are uniconic, the miliaresia have 
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Fig. 15 Slab o f limestone with incised palterns for the Gtsting of va rious ornaments, among t hem 
onc derived from a dirham. Found al Bertby on Aland 

Fig. 16 Fragment of a necklace wich a miliares ion of Basil II 
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pictorial designs which must have aroused interest. The extent to which their 
essentially Christian motifs may have influenced their popularity is naturally 
difficult to assess. The imita tions of the Virgin/emperor type, which have 
been made even more religious by adding figures of cross and crozier , 
nonetheless give reason to believe that there is a connection between the 
chuice of types and the new religious ideas, which during the eleventh 
century must have been strongly in progress of becoming current in Finland 
(cf. Cleve 1948) . 

Of the nineteen genuine Byzantine coins published by Sarvas, fifteen are 
pie rced or have loops, and in the case of the imitations this is true of all but 
one (the coin in Paris, note 1 above) of the sixteen whole specimens. Even the 
one Fragment was found in a grave . lt is indeed difficult to escape the 
conclusion that the imitations were principally made to satisfy a demand for 
coin jewelry. Their non-moneta ry character becomes even more apparent 
when they are compared with the three Scandinavian coinages that emerged 
in the 990s: the Danish , Norwegian, and Swedish coins were also imitative , 
but they were struck in the names of native rulers and followed more or less 
closely on Anglo-Saxon prototypes , which around the year 1000 constituted 
the commonest type of coin in Scandinavia . Likewise the anonymous 
imitations of Anglo-Saxon coins must have been made to be used alongside 
their prototypes. Political and /or economic reasons were thus present. In 
Finland , on the other band, the imitations cannot be seen as a national 
coinage initiated by a king for political reasons, and they were based on 
prototypes which, bein g scarce, could only be considered worth imitating for 
reasons other than their intrinsic value as currency. 

Appendix 

The imitations uf K ufic coins 

In a numismatic commentary to lnga Sern ing's publication of the Lappish offering place find s, 
Ulla S. Linder Welin discusses four fragments o f bracteate imitat ions of Kufic dirhams found at 
Graträsk (Sernin g 1956, 189-90). She notes that whi le there a re no other find s of similar 
mater ial from Sweden , such imitations a re not unknown in Finland , and she ment ions the 
imitat ions fou nd at Köyliö, Akaa, and Pe rniö. The two lau er find s had already in 1898 been 
published by Hjalm ar Appelgre n , who considered these primitive imitations tobe of Finnish 
origin (A ppelgren 1898, 29). Common features of the group are the bractea te fabric and the 
transformation of thc Kufic script into a simple decora tive pattern. Noth ing, in fact, survives of 
thc script it self , which is reprcsented by horisontal and circula r rows of short strokes. The size of 
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the bracteates varies, and there is no clear borde rli ne be1ween relatively 'good ' imitations like 
that from Kokemäki (no. 8 below), and the ornamental round discs of si lver sheet used as jewelry 
still in the 12th century. By way of definition it could be stated, however, that a coin imitation 
musl be stamped with a die , the diameter of which corresponds morc or less with that of the 
finished product. This criterion is filled by all the irnitations li sted here, exept no . 6 , which has a 
margin orna menta tion added separately. 

Grave finds 

1. Perniö, Yliskylä (NM 2912: 108). Remains of suspension loop. The coin wa s not avai lable but 
is illu strated in Appelgren 1898, 26. 

2. Köyliö, cemctery C (N M 8723:419). Part of nccklace. 1.11 gm. Fig. 6. 
3. Eura, Luistari (NM 18000:99 1 ). Remains of suspension loop. 3. 10 g. Fig. 7. 
4. Eura , Luistari (NM 18000: 1357). Same die as last. Remains of suspension loo p, chippcd. 

2.81 gm. Cf. Lehtosalo 1973, 104- 5. 
5. Eura, Luistari (NM 18000: 1332) . Very similar to last but diffe rent die. Two fragments with 

remains of suspension loop. 0.61 gm. Fig. 8. 
6. Akaa, Mainiemi (NM 3 13 1:12). Suspension loop. 2.2'i gm. Fig. 9. 
7. A kaa, Mainiemi (NM 3131·13). Margin decorated with a row of triangular stamps. Fora 

discussion of similar decoration on brooches sce Lehtosalo 1973. Suspension loop. 3.32 gm. 
Fig. 10. 

Stray finds 
8. Sysmä, Siivolanpe lto (NM 17181:3). Fragment. 0.69 gm. Fig. II. 
9. Kokemäki, Kalvomäki (N M 4448:6). Remains of suspension loop. 2.47 gm. Fig. 12. 

10. Hollola , Kapatuosianrnäki (NM Coin Cabinet 62075; for the circumstances of the find see 
Talvio 1978C, 59). Fragment. 0.12 gm. Fig. 13. 

11. Hollola, Kapatuosianmäki (NM Coin Cabinet 62075). Small fragment which ca n be 
compared to nos. 3-5 and 7 above. 0.02 gm. Without provenancc but probably found in 
Finland 

11. University of Helsinki Colletion (now in NM Coin Cabinet). Two fragments wich remains of 
suspension loop. Published in Geitlin 1862, 64 , no. 82. 1.02 gm. Fig. 14. 

All the twelve imitations are struck, which is the no rmal method for producing coins. No cast 
imitations are known from Finland, but in his 1898 anicle Appelgren published a slab of 
limestone with engraved patterns for the casting of various types of small ornaments, among 
them a pendant with a design based on a dirham. The stone is here illustrated as fig. 15. lt comes 
from Benby on Äland, but as is noted by Appelgren, it belongs to a species that is not found o n 
this side of the Gulf of Finland, and the forms of most o f the ornaments point to an Ingrian 
origin (Appelgren 1898, 27-9). lt must remain for future finds to show if moulds were used in 
Finland for producing cast jewelry based on dirham design. 

Appendix 2 

The necklaces with coins as pendants 

An int e resting category of coin jewelry found in Finland is formed by a special type of necklace 
made of plaited silver wire with small r ings as joints and coins attached 10 the rings. Two such 
necklaces , both unbroken and of fine work, belong to the late eleventh century hoards from 



Hauho and Hämeenlinna, and there are fragments of similar chains in the boards fro m 
Nousiaine n (Fig. 16) , Lieto , and Hattula/ Luurila, likewise deposited in the eleve nth century. O ne 
necklace o f bas ically identical type also belongs to the Es tonian Paunküla hoa rd , and on a recent 
visit to Tallinn the writer saw another similar chain (with two Byzantine coins) in the collection o f 
the Insti tute of History of the Estonian Academy, p rovenance not mentioned. In 1905, 
Appelgren published a detailed stud y of this kind of necklaces, considering them tobe of Finnish 
origin (A ppelgren 1905). The Estonian fi nds were the n not known , but when writing of the 
Paunküla hoard in 1962, E. Tönisson was willin g to accept Appelgren 's attribution (Tönisson 
1962, 225). C. A. Nordman , however , rejec ted it in his paper 'Schatzfunde und Handelsverbin 

dungen in Finnlands Wikin gerzeit ' (Nord man 1942 , 282-3). Citing O tto Alcenius, who had 
pointed out that there are unexpectedly many - actually four - Byzantine coins attached to the 
chains (A lcenius 190 1, 10), he rd uted their Finnish origin on the bas is o f the scarcity of 
Byzan tine coins in Finnish find s, and sugges ted that the chains perhaps were made in Swed en. 
However, this type of necklace is st ill unknow n in Swedish material, and Byza ntine coins are no 
more common in Swed en tha n in Finla nd in relation to other types of coins appea ri ng in the 
finds. O n the basis of the above, o ne ce rtainly cannot reject the idea o f the necklaces bein g o f 
Finnish origin because Byzantine coins are atteched to them. 
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